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5r:-ted matrix (p. 218)
- trf rotation (p. 190)

: ent matrix (p. 210)

--: matrix (p. 210)
: - : Rule (p. 217)

rant (p. 1 96)
:- : 188)

-:rrices (p. 173)

: -88)

matrix (p. 164)

matrix addition (p 170)

matrix element (p. 165)

matrix equation (p. 172)
matrix multiplication (p. 180)

multiplicative identity matrix (p. 195)

multiplicative inverse matrix (p. 195)

preimage (p. 188)

reflection (p. 189)

rotation (p 190)

row operations (p. 21 9)

scalar (p. 1 78)

scalar product (p. 1 78)

square matrix (p. 195)

transformation (p. 188)

translation (p. 188)

variable matrix (p. 210)
zero matrix (p. 171)
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Choose the correct vocabulary term to complete each sentence.

1. A ? is a rectangular array of numbers. matrix

2. Tianslations, dilations, reflections and rotations are all ? transformations

3. Cramer's Rule uses ? to solve a system of equations. determinants

4. If corresponding elements of matrices are equal, the matrices arc ?

equal matrices
5. The additive identity of a matrix is the ? . zero matrix

6. A ? consists of a coefflcient matrix, a variable matrix, and a
constant matrix. matrix equation

7. Ar n X n matrix is called a ? square matrix

8. The image of a figure is a transformation of the ? . preimage

9. The product of a real number and a matrix is called a ? scalar product

10. A matrix is the inverse of another matrix if their product is the ?

multiplicative identity matrix

It is often useful to organize data into matrices. A matrix is a rectangular array of
numbers classifled by its dimensions. An m x n matrix has m rows and n columns.
A matrix element ailis in the lth row and 7th column of matrix A.

State the dimensions of each matrix A. Identify the indicated element.

t : 1'l

rz. | -s ol:o21
lt6.l
3x2;-5

Use the matrix at the right for Exercises 14-16.

14. How many points has Thmika scored? 226

15. How many three-point shots has Tran made? 50

16. What percent of Johanna's points were from
one-point shots? about 97o

:;
- : -: classify
.- : :-eir

:+,

:.:.:a into
. 'aa) i.s 8 -7]tt' lr 11 :];":

2x3;-7

ts r -21
r. l4 -i D1;,^,

Lo 78 3.1

3 x 3;78
I -nl 1-nt ]-Dt
'P..v'

Shots Shots Shots

Tamika [ 22 30 48'.l

J.,hunnu | 2t 3t 48 |

rrunLzr 2q 50]
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4-2 and 4-3 Objectives

Y To add and subtract
matrices (p. 170)

Y To solve some matrix
equations (p.172)

? To multiply a matrix by a
scalar (p. 1 78)

V To multiply two matrices
(p.180)

4"4 0tojectiu*s

Y To represent translations
and dilations with
matrices (p. 187)

f, To represent reflections
and rotations with
matrices (p. 189)

t7.12 -6 8l + [-1 -2 1) : x
[1 -8 12]

.^ lt -rl .. | + sl[-sl9.l l+X:l"'Lo 8l "-L-: nl[-3

Solve for each variable.

To perform matrix addition or subtraction, add or subtract the corresponding
elements in the matrices. To obtain the scalar product of a matrix and a scalar,
multiply each matrix element by the scalar. Matrix multiplication uses both
multiplication and addition. The element in the ith row and fth column of the
product of two matrices is the sum of the products of each element of the lth rc
of the flrst matrix and each element of the lth column of the second matrix. The

flrst matrix must have the same number of columns as the second has rows.

Two matrices are equal matrices when corresponding elements are equal and tl
have the same dimensions. This principle is used to solve a matrix equation.

Solve each matrix equation for matrix X.

,' [;] - []l: " [';']
'3]'' * -1,', '; -;] :

lz8
Lss o

[r-5 9'l I --t w-l'l l-4tr 2v I t 2r2l.l l:l I 22.t 4 r-2) L8-r I I I r wt4) l-2r-12
x= -2rw=8,f=4,t= -1 t= -4ry=Trf=4rw =5

Use matrices A , B, C, and, D. Find each scalar product, sum, or difference, if
possible. If an operation is not defined, label it undefined 23-27. See margin.

l- r r-.l

6 r0 8t I 3t l;;lA- I B: I C-t I

L-4 3 7 ltt -2 4l | 2 2l
L I 1_.1

I U -\
Il) 0

13-l

-7)

ts -2,:1, 
6

23.3A 24. B - 2D 25.A8 26. BA 27. AC -

A transformation is a change made to a flgure. The original flgure is the preimq
and the transformed flgure is the image. A translation slides a flgure without
changing its size or shape. A dilation changes the size of a flgure. You can use

matrix addition to translate a flgure and scalar multiplication to dilate a figure.

You can use multiplication by the appropriate matrix to perform transformatio
that are speciflc reflections or rotations. For example, to reflect a flgure in the

t-r ol t-r ol
y-axis.multiptVUV I O l.j.Torotut"aflgure 

180'.multiplyO, 
L O _l]

For Exercises 28-35, use LABC ri"rt}n vertices A(3, l),8(-2,0), and C(1,5).Wr
the coordinates of each image in matrix form. 28-35. See margin.

28. a translation l- unit right and 2 units down

29. a translation 3 units left and 4 units up

226

30. a reflection in the rr-axis

32. a rotation of 2'70'

34. a dilation twice the orisinal size

Ch;lpt*r'4 ChapterReview

31. a reflection in the line y -* x

33. a dilation halfthe original size

35. a rotation of 90'

226
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es

luate determinants
2 matrices and
verse matrices
D

inverse matrices in
I matrix equations
17 and 203)

luate determinants
3 matrices (p. 202)

re systems of
ons using inverse
es (p.210)

c t:v e1

,: a system of
:rs using
's Rule (p. 2'17)

,: a system of
: rs using
:-ted matrices
l

* ['3 1] ffi,,

[r -1-l
36. 24; 

L; 'i)
37. 0; does not exist

I s -1-l
sa. +z;l al 

^: 
Il-,[ n)

multiplicative identity matrix, I.If A and X are square matrices such that,4X : 1,

then X is the multiplicative inverse matix of A, A-1.

You can use formulas to evaluate the determinants of 2 x 2 and 3 X 3 matrices.

. lo' bt cr'l

l' \l: ,a - * l,; ;, ,'rl: o,or,, - a2b3c1 .t ajbp2l( ut lor h cal -a1bjc2-a2b(j-ajb2c1
You can use a calculator to flnd the inverse of a matrix. The inverse of a2 x 2

matrix can be found by using its determinan , l', 
tS : *+-l: 

-t)

You can use inverse matrices to solve some matrix equations.

You can also use inverse matrices to solve some systems of equations. When
equations in a system are in standard form, the product of the coefficient matrix
and the variable matrix equals the constant matrix. You solve the equation by
multiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse of the coefflcient matrix. If
that inverse does not exist, the system does not have a unique solution.

Evaluate the determinant of each matrix, and find the inverse, if possible.
36-39. See margin.

16 rl ts -2136.t I 37.t I

L0 4l LIo -4)

1 021
-1 011
-1 -2 0]

Use an inverse matrix to solve each equation or svstem.

t: s- -7 tl al.{.-,- 3ao'[r. z)x-l+ n- r2r-r- r

I i, ol l-t: -6 I [.r-2v-t5
43.1 - . x-1 .- laq.<-' -: -- ^l| 7 ll I t7 el l2r-4v-30

40-43. See margin.

l+ 1'l[x'l tto'lo''lrrllrl:Lol
(a+2b+c:14

qs.lt:c*1
La: -3c + o
no unique solution

39. 6;

*r[-l

*-Z ol
I 1 1l-6 3 -21
t+o.l
21
ol

lz1
lz)
lz 1l
[s 2)

no unique solution

€F +0. Physical Fitness A club of 17 students is going on a canoe trip.The group of
people on the trip includes 5 chaperones, one for each canoe. Some canoes hold
5 people, while some hold 4 people. How many of each kind of canoe should
the group rent? 3 small canoes, 2 large canoes

Cramer's Rule for solving systems of equations uses determinants to solve for each
variable. D is the determinant of the coefflcient matrix. D, is the determinant
formed by replacing the coefflcients of y in D with the constant terms.

You can also use row operations on an augmented matrix to solve a system.

Solve each system using Cramer's Rule. Check your answers by solving each
system using an augmented matrix.

: 15

- -1'7

41. l-4, -71

42.

43.

*'{'.. . ri
(4, -7)

(3r+ s-2t: 22

a8.l r*5sf t: 4

[,. :_3r
(6, O, -2)
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14. Open-Ended Write a matrix that has no inverse

15. Writing Explain how to determine whether

two matrices can be multiplied and what the

dimensions of the Product#ltlti;tl3l:

16. Find the value of each variable'

[x I vl [t-x z 2l
l'l:l I

lz o ll l2-w 4-r 1-l

,=f,rz=1ry=2rw=Ort=4
Find theieterminant of each matrix'

ro 3r t-l -rl,.f" ,] -* zr'l2t ;] '
22-26. See back of book.

Find the inverse of each matrix, if it exists'

" [i i ll' -[-i 1 ?l'-t: 
-; 

1

IT
24.1 2

Lo -
21

3l
,]ffi"[-: 2'l ffi"[l i"l-:11 - [-: ;] [rs i]

in -24 30 21',
8' Lgz -9G 86 51r

f aa 2 z)I a 3 3 -3 
I

9. l2alozl
L-3 . 3 3l

r- 1 xl t0 -51

"'l-; 'oI 
zr'[o 

o]

l4 -s t.l l-7 -ro4l
s. llo i 4l + I tl o 3l seemargin.

Lrt -s -u.l L-z -b r.l

Solve each matrix equation.

t1-sl128l[r,r.1,, i] - ,: [_, D) 1."

r- 1 t1 t-to -lll l-o
^.f _' ,)r: I ,u _16l [ +
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Solve each system using inverse matrices'

( x- 2v a :-- -
n.{2*- Y-l mrr.{+* 

'v

--'Ix+4v:i ffi 1. :,=-
(3, 1) 

(0, _2
(-2x - 7' - lo

32. Solve { -^ '^' ]^ usine Cramer's Rul'*'""''"t xr3)r:10 " 
(1 ,3

61 33. Solve the svstem using an augmenied matrir'
ffi- ( x+ y*;: s (7,-8,10r

{+*-3y- z---6
[-*- Y-22-- 2l

t-8 s -Il
'''f u s j)
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Q! Xistory Use the table below for Exercises 1-3' a
\

President Years Vetoes Overrides

Kennedv J 2l o

Johnson 5 30 0

Nixon 43 7

Ford 2.5 66 t2

Carter 4 31 2

Reagan 8 78 9

G.H.W. Bush 4 46 1

Clinton 8 38 2

SouRcE: Conqressional Research Service'
Go to www:PHschool.com for a data update'

Web Code: agg-2041

1. Display the data in a matrix in which each row

represents a president. See back of book'

2. State the dimensions of the matrix' 8 x 3

3. Find and identify a32. 437 the number of
Nixon's vetoes

Find each sum or difference.

Find each product. 6-8' See margin.

2 6tL I 5t
6. I lt _ _t

L1 0.lL J l.l

t o 3'll-4 6 I ll*'l-o n]L , -8 ro i)

Parallelogram ABCD has coordinates A(2, -l),
B(4,3\,C(1,s),and D(-1, 1).Write a matrix for the

vertices of its image after each transformation'

9. a dilation of sizel See margin.

10. a translation right 2 units and down 4 units

11. a reflection iny : x lll' a rotation of270"

13. Graph parallelogram ABCD and its image from

Question 11 on the same coordinate plane'
1O-14. See back of book.
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